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1. OVERVIEW
This documents contains some generic Cyberpunk character enhancements based on section 7.5.8 of the Silhouette Core rulebook. Systems are effect-based in best Sil tradition. Included are all the character Perks and Flaws that could be acquired using cybernetic, biotechnological or nanotechnological  procedures and devices. Also covered are generic Skill implants, Attribute enhancements and systems granting Special Abilities (section 6.2.2 of the Core rules), plus some specific cyberware (a couple of staples of the trade like cyberweapons and stuff). GMs may have to determine the exact nature of systems and restrict or adapt them according to the techlevel available in their campaigns.
Prices are given in SilCore Credits, whatever those are worth. 
	Perks and Flaws cost Character Points * 1 000 Credits. 
	Special Abilities cost Character Points * 2 000 Credits. 
	Attribute increases cost desired rating’s XP cost *  500 Credits. 
	Skillsofts cost desired rating’s XP cost *  500 Credits, physical Skills go for half that.
Costs may be bought off using XP rewards, one XP being equal to 1 000 Credits (Note that this will effectively reduce XP costs for Skill and Attribute improvements by half. This is probably supposed to reflect the easy cybernetic way out; trade one XP for 500 Credits if you don’t like it or if it proves to be unbalancing. The choice is yours. (If you’re the GM, that is.))
GMs should definitely feel free to adjust prices to reflect availability, legality, black markets etc. Also remember to include costs for the actual operation and post-operational medical care (from a few hundred Credits for a quick pop-in, walk-out modification to several tens of thousands for major operations requiring complex equipment and skilled specialists, plus weeks of recovery and adjustment).  Let me repeat: listed prizes do not include costs for operation and medical care.

2. PERKS
Some of these may require a neural interface, depending on the specific form they take. GM’s decision. See section 7: Additional Cyberware for more information on this system. 
Cost: 1 000 Credits.

Accelerated Healing:
Aaah.. the wonders of nano-technology! This implant releases nanobots and drugs to support the body’s natural repair systems. Triggered by the organism’s normal reactions to injuries. May need maintenance and additional replenishment about twice a year. 
Price: 4 000 Credits. 
„Don’t worry bout me, go, I just need a bit of rest.“

Acute Sense (Specific):
-Hearing: Micro and sound processing implants, or a completely new cyberear. 1 000 Credits.
-Sight: Retina modification/rebuild, signal amplification or a total eye replacement. 1 000 Credits.
-Smell: Olfactory sensors, basic chem analyzer, signal amplification, brainware recognition routines... 2 000 Credits.
-Taste: Pretty similar to Smell, actually. 2 000 Credits as well.
„See like an eagle, hear like a... uh... smell like... er, like... Dave, pass me the dictionary chip, will you?“

Ambidextrous:
Brainware enhancing coordination of arm and hand movements, more complex systems may utilize move-by-wire technology and implanted movement routines. 
Price: 1 000 Credits.
„Left, right, left, right...“

Common Sense:
Unfortunately, installing Common Sense into a stupid or reckless person has proven to be a task beyond the bounds of current cybertechnology. Certain companies are said to have working Common Sense implant prototypes lying in their high security vaults, though. If these were available on the free market, a basic price of at least 4 000 Credits would have to be expected. It isn’t available, though. And even if it was, the market wouldn’t be free.
„Dunno, somehow I think that’s just not a good idea.“

Double Jointed:
Biogenetical treatment and nanorebuilding or surgical alterations resulting in highly flexible joints, or cybernetic limb enhancements/replacements straight away. 
Price: 3 000 Credits.
„That’s nothing. They don’t call me The Human Pretzel for nothing, honey.. wait till you see this!“

Immunity:
Implant monitoring levels of a specific virus, poison or other harmful agent. Releases specific antibodies, clean-up nanobots, antidotes etc. May also incorporate blood filters or modified/replaced liver and/or kidney, especially when designed to provide immunity against, say, alcohol and the like. Often used for protecting skilled personal operating in specific harmful environments. Sometimes used to „cure“ alcoholism. 
Price: 1 000 Credits.
„’Nother pint, there! Hey, what’re you looking for down under the table??“

Light Sleeper:
Brainware implant monitoring audio and tactile inputs (either natural or cybernetically enhanced senses). Can be programmed for thresholds and signature sounds etc. Awakens user automatically when detecting suspicious sounds or  sensations (touches, movement etc), either by stimulating brain activity or stimulating  release of natural adrenaline (neural command). 
Price: 5 000 Credits due to high complexity of recognition and waking mechanism.
„Listen, I’m sorry, really. Just don’t make any more sudden noises when I’m asleep, OK?“

Longevity:
Gene modification and nanobots minimizing DNA degradation and hunting down aberrant cells, plus implants similar to the Strong Immune System implant below. Will have to be maintained about once in six months. 
Price: 3 000 Credits.
„I feel young. Young!“

Perfect Pitch:
Small brainware implant providing mental scale against which to judge sounds. Often coupled with cybernetic ear implants for optimum results. Standard for many professional musicians. 
Price: 5 000 Credits.
„No, no, no, listen... Do Re *Miiiii*... no, still 1,5 Hz off...“

Photographic Memory:
Headware implant. Biocompatible micro-computer controlled electronic memory hooked up to either an optical implant (camera/display cybereye) and/or the part of the wearer’s brain responsible for processing and storing images or other memories. Highly complicated. 
Prices range from 2 000 to 6 000 Credits depending on Perk rating.
„Well, I read the phone directory last week when I was bored, so... I got a dozen O´Connors, which do you want?“

Radiation Resistance:
Rad absorbing skin modifications, air filters, cell-repair stimulating drugs, nanobots hunting for amok-running cells etc. Standard for nuclear clean-up teams, fission plant workers, orbital staff etc. 
Price: 2 000 Credits.
„Now, if you look to the left, you will see the first reactor block, where it all started. Please note the interesting colors of the local flora, and...“

Sense of Direction:
Electronic compass, hooked up to internal video display (retina modification or cybereye with display option). May contain basic inertial navigational system or even be linked to GPS receiver. More complex systems may feed information directly into the brain. 
Price: 2 000 Credits. Also available with 3D option for an additional 3 000 Credits.
„To the toilet? Heading 184 for 5.17 meters, then turn 78 degrees right and...“

Sense of Time:
Optical or brainware clock implant. Never be late again. May contain all kinds of functions, just like a watch. 
Price: 2 000 Credits.
„That was the last time! I said 17:32 sharp, and I’ve been waiting now exactly for 6.523 minutes, and I...“

Strong Immune System:
Cybernetic implants monitoring the health status of wearer’s body (temperature, T-cell count, antibodies, respiration, oxygen level etc). Releases drugs, killer nanobots etc to strengthen natural immune system and neutralize toxins and drugs (both harmful and beneficent). Some models even provide readouts. May need maintenance and replenishment about once in six months. Alternatively, biogenetically strengthened immune system. 
Either way, 3 000 Credits.
„Yeah... Iron constitution, you know...“

Thick-Skinned:
Brainware or spinal implant tuning out pain plus skin modifications (thickened, leathery skin etc) thanks to biogenetics or nanotech. 
Price: 5 000 Credits.
„Naw, still don’t feel nothin... this the best you can do?“

3. FLAWS
These will usually be done to someone using highly invasive procedures. Thus no neural interface will be required. Oh, and most of these are illegal in most civilized countries (or what passes as it).

Amnesiac:
Creating memories is not an easy task... and some neuro specialists say, it’s impossible. However, *erasing* them is a different kettle of fish. Stimulate memory retrieval and trail the brain’s activities to the exact location of the memories, then wipe them out with electrostim nanobots or eraser chemicals. Nasty. And illegal. Unless applied by governmental agencies, of course.
„Uuuuh... What happened? Where am I? *Who* am I???“

Beliefs:
Much better than the old posthypnotic suggestion quackery. Hook every sense up to the system, inject judicious mix of brainwashing chemicals... instant loony. Nobody will ever believe him. Or better still, use him to your purposes - why not have him believe your business rival is a horrible danger to all mankind (unless stopped, of course...) ? 
„I tell you, it’s a conspiracy!“

Bloodlust:
Lower brain implant, coupled with hormone stimulators or artificial glands. Just push the old aggression buttons and watch the beast awaken... There are rumors concerning the existence of more complex, non-permanent systems, triggered by mental command, subvocal keyword or by remote. Hey. 
Turn your soldiers into berserks and see how the enemy copes with it. Just make sure they’re pointed in the right direction. Definitely illegal, but who cares? 
Price: 4 000 Credits for permanent Bloodlust (still gives back 4 character points).
„Let’s see... considering the situation I’d say we better retr... *klick* KILL! KILL THEM ALL! LET NONE SURVIVE!“

Flashbacks:
There’s some nasty things a neurochemic/tech can do to someone’s brain to make sure he will never forget his punishment... Ruin his sleep and give him nightmares, every night. Have him freak out whenever he hears a loud noise or sees flashing lights. Can totally wreck somebody’s life. Evil stuff.
„Hey, what you lookin at? That’s just a flashing light on... hey? You still there? What... whoa, calm down, man!!“

Goal:
Much more sophisticated than the somewhat brutish Beliefs stimulation. Will probably require neural implant similar to skillsofts, including links to both lower and higher brain centers. Turns people into obsessed monomaniacs homing in on their dedicated goal like heat-seekers on a blazing bonfire.
„No! Let me out! You don’t understand! This is important! I must... LET ME OUT!!“

Heavy Sleeper:
Sleep soundly through the night, every night. Or through the day. Neurodampening of nerve signals makes sure you always get a good night’s sleep. May be hooked up to Sense of Time implant. This one is legally available on the open market. 
Price: 1 000 Credits. (Still gives back 2 Character points, though.)
„Uaaaaah... boy, do I feel refreshed. Hey, who drove that truck through the wall?“

Mechanical Ineptitude:
The latest in nasty cybercrime punishment... er... rehabilitation. Now legal in most „civilized“ countries of the modern world. Net artists and techs will never be the same after this. Specialized neurotoxic agents and electro-therapy nanobots cruising through selected parts of your brain and zapping cells left and right. *Shudder*
„No... wait... the blue wire connects to... er... no, that’s, er, what was it?“

Phobia:
More cyber“rehabilitation“. Brutish neuroadjustment and lower brain drive implants trigger intense panic when faced with specific sights, sounds, smells etc. Just code that computer criminal to be mortally afraid of any computerized device and you can be sure he’ll never touch stolen data or virtual money again, ever. Or have criminals panic whenever they see a local landmark. Instant exile. 
„AAAAAAARGH!! The Eiffel Tower... Take it away... TAKE IT AWAY!!!!“ 

Split Personality:
This is probably the most extreme and most expensive persona modification possible. Install some heavy brainware and download an entire virtual personality into it... Opens frightening possibilities, but will require major brain surgery and neurochemical/electrical adjustments. May be triggered by remote or external key sensation (word, sound, sight of person...). 
The perfect undercover agent - he won’t even know it himself. This is soo illegal...
„It wasn’t me! I swear! I love the corporation! That must be a doppelganger on that surveillance video!“

4. ATTRIBUTES   
Each Attribute may be improved by up to two points in this way, at a cost of 25 000 Credits per point. Cybernetically improved Attributes may not exceed a rating of +4.

Agility:
Boosted reflexes and/or improved movement coordination. Brainware implants providing hard-wired reflexes, artificial stimulant glands or cybercontrolled adrenaline release, move-by-wire systems, computer-optimized movement routines, rebuilt nerve fibers, whatever gets the job done. May require neural interface at GM’s discretion.
„The hand is quicker than the eye!“

Appearance:
Just tell the doc how you want to look. With modern medical technology, everything goes.
„I stumbled on an old photo of some girl back in the 20th century, and I knew that’s *just* what I wanted. Who was this Claudia Schiffer, anyway?“

Build:
Have you organism kicked into overdrive to build up muscles and strengthen bones, or just have the muscles grafted on. Increasing bone length may be a bit painful, though. Nanotech rebuilding of bones and muscles is also an option.
(Note: This will increase Strength in an indirect way only, STR being a function of FIT and BUI)
„It’s all natural... yeah, lots of hard work.“

Fitness:
Modified blood cells for more oxygen capacity, enhanced lungs, chemical energy reservoirs, sped-up metabolism, heart supercharger, extra blood pumps, blood oxygenators... 
„Me? Where I work out? I just go see my cybersurgeon.“

5. SKILLS
Skill implants (skillsoft chips) require a chip socket (neural interface) to be useable. See section 7: Additional Cyberware for more information. Price: 1 000 Credits.
Chipped Skills are firmware and cannot be improved. They are only available when the chip is plugged in and will completely override relevant natural Skills. 
GMs will have to decide on the range of Skill levels available. I’d suggest limiting skillsofts to level 2 or 3 and Complexity 1. Prices assume free CPLX 1 rating. Offering only Specialized Skills would also be nice way to limit usefulness of these if they should prove to be too unbalancing. Additional cost for Specialization:  2 500 Credits.
GMs may also decide to disallow use of  the Creativity Attribute when using chipped Skills due to the inflexible nature of the firmware.

Mental skills:
These are the classic skillsofts providing databanks, knowledge of background information and procedures, technical and theoretical  know-how etc. If you need a general encyclopedia or Shakespeare’s collected works, chances are it’s available as a skillchip. Just don’t forget that canned skills have limits as well.  
Price:	Level 1: 500 Credits
Level 2: 2000 Credits
Level 3: 4 500 Credits
„Johann-Wolfgang who? Wait a second... *snick* Oh, Goethe (1749 to 1832). You know, the all-pervasive neo-platonic imagery and classical topics to be found in his poems clearly indicate...“

Physical Skills
„Physical“ skillsofts. The name is a bit misleading, since these do not provide true physical abilities - reflexes, coordination, agility etc will remain largely unchanged. Physical skillsofts do provide extensive theoretical knowledge of all the necessary moves and techniques. The mind knows it all, the body just has to catch up.
(Note: The only applicable attribute is Knowledge, though GMs might decide to disregard this after some days of familiarization, or instead apply penalties to bodily use of Skill.)
Price:	Level 1: 250 Credits
	Level 2: 1 000 Credits
	Level 3: 2 250 Credits
„*snick* I know Kung-Fu. *whack* Ouch! No, I don’t.“

6. SPECIAL ABILITIES
Please read the special rules in section 6.2.2 of the Core rulebook.
Some of these may require a neural interface, depending on the form they take. See section 7: Additional Cyberware  below. Price: 1 000 Credits.

Faster than Human:
The basic, brute approach? Install a pair of racing cyberlegs designed for high-speed performance, powered by an integral energy source and incorporating heavy duty actuators and shock absorbers. Of course they’ll have to be hooked up to your nervous system to be of any use. This is an extensive body modification requiring major surgery and will usually require replacement of the hips as well.
Two systems are available: Basic humanoid high-speed legs (movement speed * 2) or cutting edge digitigrade „road-runner“ style legs (also known as „chicken-walkers“; movement speed * 4). 
Price: 10 000 Credits for double, 20 000 Credits for quadruple speed.
„Hey, you... yeah, you in the sport car. Fancy a race?“

Extra Movement Mode (Swim):
Webbed fingers and toes are only the beginning. Streamlining of shoulders and head, friction-reducing skin texture, modification of selected leg and arm joints, assisted by specialized muscle packages and movement routines... all this combines to enable characters to reach the same speed in water as on foot. This may or may not include artificial gills, skin insulation and protective eyelids for clear underwater sight, which is usually reserved for dedicated underwater specialists and combat operatives. Quite a major, unusual operation.
Price: 20 000 Credits. 10 000 Credits extra for underwater life support.
„They call me Flipper.“

Extra Manipulator Limb:
Always got your hands full? Why not have them install an extra one? The traditional place to put it is below the left shoulder, but, hey, it’s your decision. Choose any style you want: full human looking, robot skeleton, mailed fist, high cyberfashion, exotic, tentacles... Or have them graft on a *real* arm. Either way, will need a neural interface. Tricky stuff; will require some getting used to. 
(No, this does *not* grant additional actions. May grant modifiers in certain situations, though.)
Price: 20 000 Credits.
„Lend the man a hand...“

Double Reach than Human:
Just what it says. Increases your arms’ reach (I’m talking about your radius of action, not firearms) from about 1m to 2m. If you want telescoping cyberlimbs or grafted on orangutan arms is up to you. 
(Note: This will also double the radius of Free Strike attacks (see section 3.1.2 of the Core Rules).) 
Price: 10 000 Credits.
„Who needs remote controls, anyway?“

270/360 Degree Vision:
Installing additional cybernetic video sensors or even true cybereyes provides greatly improved field of vision. Will even the odds when attacked from behind, or make it just about impossible to sneak up on you. Requires some heavy brain augmentations and neuralware modifications, and can be extremely confusing at first. 
10 000 Credits for 270 degree, 20 000 Credits for full 360 degree vision.
„Don’t turn around, but...“

Morphing:
This is a highly experimental body modification rumored to be currently field-tested by at least two intelligence agencies, one of them a national organization. The ultimate disguise, short of transferring your spy’s personality into an unsuspected body (and rumors are flying concerning *that*...). „Basic“ systems are said to consist of full-face cyberimplants capable of assuming a stunning variety of „faces“ and expressions, nanotech-rebuilt color-changing hair plus a paunch simulator and bone modifications enabling the user to change both girth, apparent weight and even height to some degrees. Ready-made persona templates can be downloaded straight into the system, though users can also change any and all aspects at will. When skillfully done it will be nearly impossible to spot without technological means, and even then the purpose of the modifications might not be immediately obvious due to the scarcity of these systems. Highly classified (and don’t ask me to talk about the implanting procedure - it gives me the creeps). 
A price of 20 000 Credits would be cheap. In fact, it’s ridiculous. If you want that kind of equipment, go join the Institute.
„Er... John. Yeeeeeah... John is... uuh, in the bathroom. Yeah, right. Just wait here, I’ll send him to you right away...“

7. ADDITIONAL CYBERWARE
Neural Interface Implant:
This is the basic brain/computer interface that allows the human mind to control all kinds of advanced cybersystems; mental control of cyberlimbs, „smart“ weapons, cyberware implants, computerized cars and machinery and so on. A neural interface might be a small computer connected to specific brain centers with input/output jacks situated somewhere on the head, or thin membranes of advanced nanotech materials, implanted over large areas of the brain and creating myriads of connections to any region of the brain. 
A similar interface is required to be able to make use of skillsofts, read-only skill memeware allowing instant access to Skills the user has never trained or engaged in. These chip sockets are commonly found at temples and near the ears and may contain anywhere from one to half a dozen tiny slots allowing skillchips to be inserted. A typical skillchip will look like a longish flat sliver of plastic, often color-coded and pointed at one end. Of course, uploading programs straight into your brain may pose certain hazards, ranging from annoying commercials to downright dangerous orders and suggestions. 
Another king of neural interface may be found somewhere along the spine, on the wrists or in palms. These plugs would tap into the fibers of the (central) nervous system and allow translation of natural nerve signals into computer control codes and vice versa. A smartlink, an interface of this type, can be used to control a cybered, or „smart“ gun. Internal interfaces might not be visible at all and allow use of cybernetic limbs and implants.
It is also possible to connect the mind to a computer and dive into the international information network, known as the net, the grid or the matrix. This is not without its dangers, as now the mind of the user (console cowboy, netrunner, decker, hacker, cyberjock...) is part of his computer system which again is part of the net, and thus open to attacks...
GMs feeling generous may allow characters to use a generic neural interface good for any and all applications; conversely they can enforce limitations based on the above information, requiring multiple interfaces to be bought for different applications.
Price: 1 000 Credits.
„Hey, Timmy, look what my Dad bought me for Christmas!“

Cyberknives:
These are a staple of the Cyberpunk genre, and, it would seem, absolutely indispensable. Retractable blade weapons implanted somewhere in the hands or arms, available in a huge variety of designs. Take care with those until you get used to the new reflexes.
Two basic types deserve mention:
-Nailblades: Two to three cm long blades made of high-tech materials like ceramics or monomolecular crystal, razor-sharp  housed in the first digit of each finger under artificial fingernails. Can be extended and retracted at will. Longer blades may be possibly be created of interlocking elements or by using advanced semi-flexible materials.
 (ACC +1, AD +3)  
 Price per hand: 2 000 Credits.
-Wolverine Blades: Supposedly named after some 20th century comic character, these nasty melee weapons usually consist of three long, sweeping high-strength alloy blades per hand/arm,  between 10 and 30 cm in length and housed in the lower arm or the back of the hand. Some marks or slits may be visible when retracted. Usually bought for both hands at once, both for effectiveness and traditional reasons. May be used to parry.
(ACC 0, AD +5 )
Price for two hands: 5 000 Credits
„... when I notice I got something in me eye. Just had the reflexes installed and... yeah... ha ha. Very funny.“

Cybertaser:
A nasty surprise at close ranges for anyone not wearing the latest in Faraday Fashion™. Simply a taser built into any commercially available cyberarm, provided it offers a minimum of free space. A simple reflex or movement based trigger will extend the prong contacts through the lower end of the raised palm; all you need to do is poke the assailant and watch him jerk. Good for about 10 uses, depending on model and battery. Can be connected to a standard wall socket for reloading. Quickcharging will take 10 minutes per shot.
(ACC0, Range: Melee only, Ammo 10, treat like Electrical Attack of Intensity 5)
Price: 3 000 Credits.
„You are not from the Power Company at all!! Still, would you have a look at this? *BRZRZRZRZRZ*“

Cyberpistol: 
This is not actually a pistol, but rather a comparable very special weapons system built to fit into a cyberarm designed for this purpose (it is possible to replace the forearm of an existing cyberlimb while retaining hand and upper arm assemblies). Typically a semiautomatic, cybernetically controlled firearm with integrated ammo storage, usually containing two to three flat stacked rows of about four bullets each. Commonly fires standard caseless pistol ammunition caliber 6 or 9 mm. The  barrel may extend through a disguised opening in the palm or wrist, or the entire assembly may pop up. Depending on the model, reloading will mean either feeding bullets into the internal „clip“, or actually replacing the externally accessible clip with a fresh one. Some systems even contain silencers and recoil dampers, venting gasses by means slit vents built into the arm. Smartgun technology (see below) is considered standard, as accurate aiming would be just about impossible otherwise.
The obviously superior technological solution is having a laser installed, of course; this dispenses with mechanically fed ammo and the problems caused by reloading and actually firing the weapon (heat and recoil always being a problem). Advanced laser systems will feature variable energy output and flash-charge power cells providing energy for up to 8 shots.
Only the most crazy of loonies actually have unconcealed firearms installed on (or as) their limbs.
Price:	4 000 Credits (6mm - ACC 0, DM 10, BR 6, ROF 0, Ammo 10)
	5 000 Credits (9mm - ACC 0, DM 15, BR 6, ROF 0 Ammo 8)						15 000 Credits (Laser - ACC +1, DM 8/17, BR 9, ROF 0, Ammo 8; uses 1 resp. 4 ammo per shot; DM is reduced by 1 for each range band beyond Short due to attenuating damage)
   „... and he asks me if I’m armed. ARM-ed. He, he...“

Implant Armor: 
This is just the thing for paranoid executives and people in the security business. Nanobots rebuilding your skin and adding subdermal layers of a biocompatible ballistic weave provide you with the equivalent of a light flak vest completely covering you torso. This is usually preferred to the full-body version, which may limit movement somewhat. Positively impossible to spot when covered by clothing. Requires Notice roll vs. 4 to spot when wearer is not clothed. Unless there’s a visible designer label, of course.
Characters gaining or losing weight in a significant way (enough to change Build Attribute) may find that their dermal armor is not as flexible as natural skin. They will have to repeat the operation or suffer a -1 penalty to both Fitness and Health.
Price: 	2 000 Credits (Torso only, Armor Value15, Encumbrance 0)
 	3 000 Credits(Whole body, Armor Value 20, Encumbrance -1)
„Don’t leave home without it, huh? I never take mine off at all.“

Implant Communicator:
Just what it says. A basic communicator implanted in your body. Some people insist on visible antennas - this is more a question of style than a technical requirement. Two basic types are possible: a cellphone type communicator or a true two-way radio, which is also available in a more powerful military version featuring frequency hopping and encryption for additional security. 
May use implanted subvocal throat microphones and bone conducting ear speaker, or be connected to the responsible nerves or brain centers.
If characters are not careful they may find themselves running around with the equivalent of a homing beacon implanted in theirs skull (remember to switch off that cellphone when you need to go to the ground).
Price: 	500 Credits (Cellphone, restricted by net coverage)
	1 000 Credits (Civilian radio communicator, rating -4, range 2 km)
	2 000 Credits (Military radio communicator, rating -2, range 4 km)
„What’s up? You hearing voices, or what?“

Injector Implant:
A small implant containing a reservoir for drugs which are released into the bloodstream of the user when activated. Originally developed for sick persons in need of constant medication. Also used by combat operatives and drug addicts. May be triggered manually or by a mental command. Sophisticated versions are capable of monitoring the user’s physical status and releasing their contents when preprogrammed parameters are met. May contain up to five doses of any suitable drug. Replenishing of reservoir is done by injecting the drug into a small valve.
Price: 1 000 Credits.
„OK, boys. Lock and load. Check your equipment. Trigger your injector. We’re going in.“

Discretion Device:
Given today’s surveillance technology, you never know who’s listening. Laser microphones, nanotech bugs, audio and video pickups built into any and every computer, vending machine or household appliance... If you want discretion, this is the solution. Electronic countermeasures equipment installed right in your body will prevent unwanted eavesdroppers from listening in on your sensitive business conferences. Also used by special forces operatives. Requires a neural interface and a skilled operator to be effective.
Warning: Prolonged use (especially at high power settings) may pose a health hazard.
(ECM rating 1, range 500 m)
Price: 20 000 Credits.
„Wait a moment... Okay, now we can talk.“

Smartguns:
Another staple of the genre. Not an implant, but a computerized handgun designed for being cybernetically linked to the users brain, either via palm-installed inductor pads or by using cables and access ports located at the wrist or in the head; non-invasive smartlinks are available as well. These do not require a neural interface and consist of a smartgun linked to display goggles. 
Smartguns typically feature targeting/scanning lasers, video sensors, range finders and other sources of data; the input is then fed through the gun’s computer system and the result displayed in the user’s field of view. The displayed data usually includes distance to target, weapon status, ammo load and a targeting reticle or cross hairs. Flight path may also be shown.
Every function of the gun may be triggered by a mental command - setting of safety and mode of fire, clip ejection and the firing itself. Some high-end cyberguns are not even equipped with a manual trigger. The wet dream of any gun fetishist. Don’t forget to take along a spare battery, though. Just in case.
Smartguns, when used with a smartlink or similar system, will grant the equivalent of one round of aim time, even if the character is moving. Total aim time including this free round may not exceed the user’s Small Arms Skill, as usual. 
Price: These weapons will cost twice as much as their conventional brethren. 
„Become one with the weapon... *be* the weapon...“

And last, but not least: 
Mirrorshades:
Ordinary mirrored sunglasses. Cause you can’t have Cyberpunk without them. Buy them. Wear them. Look cool. Say cool things. But do it with your back to the wall.
Price: 20 Credits.
No need to have those implanted, but if you want to you can certainly have it done. 
Price: 200 Credits.
„Too cool for this world.“

